18	INTRODUCTION
New Scotland dated from Stuart times; but, at any rate,
from the Peace of Utrecht, in 1713, Nova Scotia was
a recognized British possession, though even then the
question, what was meant by Nova Scotia, was not finally
settled, and the French put forward the pretension that it
only included the peninsula, or a part of the peninsula, of
what is now Nova Scotia, and that the future Province
of New Brunswick was not included within its area. But,
whatever were its nominal boundaries, the actual hold of
Great Britain on Nova Scotia was slight indeed. The
mother country looked to Massachusetts to organize effective
occupation, and .Massachusetts; at bay with the French and
Indian perils, was unable to respond to the call, so that
the new possession remained for the most part a waste
country, and the French Acadian, inhabitants were left to
find their own answer to the puzzle: When is a British
subject not a subject? Great Britain standing idly by, till,
by the deportation of the people in 1755, it sought in
a panic to make up for past neglect. The birth of Nova
Scotia as a living British Colony dates from the foundation
of Halifax in 1749, one of the rare occasions on which
Great Britain has organized systematic colonization for
imperial purposes. So carelessly and loosely was Nova
Scotia governed that it was suddenly discovered in 1755
that the practice of enacting laws by its Governor and
Council without the institution of an Assembly, was illegal,
and therefore, in 1758, a representative Assembly was set
on foot. After the Peace of Paris of 1763, Cape Breton
Island was annexed to Nova Scotia; but, in accordance
with the general policy of the time, it was constituted
a separate government in 1784. In 1820, however, it was
again reanaexed to Nova Scotia.
New Bnmswict owed its existence as a separate colony
to the same cause which brought into being Upper Canada.
Great numbers of American loyalists sought a new home in
this portion pf JsTgva Scotia, which was therefore constituted

